
Einstein's Insanity

Satsang

Sometimes I just scratch my head
I wonder why these things get said

Is anybody watching say
What's slipping into madness more each day

I don't understand when they speak
There isn't any logic, just think

Well these are the best and the brightest,
then why are their answers always violence?

Stuck inside this contradiction,
well no voice ... no decision

just watch it all play out

I say there ain't no need to shout
there's got to be a better way

than just believing what they say
cause we are believing lied to

others will die too
Listen to what we say

We drop bombs to show you shouldn't drop bombs
We take life to show you shouldn't take life

Are we gonna go through it all?
Are we gonna go until?

I say we end up in Hell to show you don't wanna go to Hell

We are living in some crazy days
Things that we think become the things that we say

The things that we say becomes the things that we do
And the things that you do don't just affect you

Hey

We may be a wrinkle in time
A ripple from my action draws a big red line

Sick of the system, no truth or wisdom
constantly battle by simple decisions 
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so go and put your bombs away
cause I believe a better way

is coming on the dawn
do you believe it's on?

say, come now sing
let your voice be strong

Sing
Sing "we are fooled no more"

The time for action is at the door
Time to go and share the news

and tell all the people all the truth

We drop bombs to show you shouldn't drop bombs
We take life to show you shouldn't take life

Are we gonna go through it all?
Are we gonna go until?

I say we end up in Hell to show you don't wanna go to Hell
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